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Abstract: With the progress of society and the rapid development of economy, people's living standards have also been greatly improved, and people have begun to pursue their living conditions at a higher level. So soft-fitting materials are rising in this context. Soft-fitting materials have very prominent advantages. They can not only meet people's living needs, but also are more environmentally friendly. They are a popular decoration trend nowadays. Soft-fitting materials have been widely used in interior design and are more popular among the public. This paper will discuss the application of soft materials and texture in interior design according to the characteristics of soft materials and interior design.

1. Introduction

Interior design is popular in terms of processing the indoor living environment, which can meet the basic living needs of the residents as well as their spiritual needs. Interior design generally adopts a combination of various design methods. In order to achieve a good aesthetic effect of the indoor environment, it is also necessary to meet the convenience and comfort of daily life of residents, including lighting, layout, home color matching and so on. Therefore, interior design requires both practicability and aesthetics. However, compared with other countries, interior design in our country still has a big gap. In the era of rapid social development, interior design can achieve better development only if it keeps progressing. In interior design, decoration materials and interior design results are closely linked, and soft-fitting materials are a kind of popular decoration materials in recent years, soft-fitting materials and hard-fitting are opposed, hard-fitting materials refer to in addition to some basic facilities such as walls, floors, some materials which are easier to move and change, such as cloth, soft-fitting, etc. Material is widely used in interior design. It can create an artistic conception to make people happy physically and mentally. It can also make the interior space more hierarchical. This kind of soft decoration design material is soft in texture, convenient in use, low in cost and environmentally friendly. Residents can use various soft-fitting materials to change the indoor living environment according to their different living needs, so as to reflect their personality, more convenient to live in their own can also make physical and mental relaxation.

2. Advantages of soft decoration Material

(1) The price is low, the soft decoration materials are widely used in interior design, and the kinds of soft decoration materials are very rich. With the development of science and technology, soft decoration materials have high quality and the price is more close to the people, which provides consumers with more selectivity. And in today's society, the huge demand of the market and the rapid development of science and technology, more and more kinds of soft decoration materials began to appear in the market, which provides consumers with more diversified choices, while saving decoration costs, it can be more widely used in interior design.

(2) Excellent performance. Advances in science and technology largely promote the development of soft decoration materials. The improvement of economic level makes people have higher and higher requirements for their living conditions. Soft decoration materials have made great progress nowadays, which can meet the growing material needs of people. Take lighting tools for example, now there are a variety of lights on the market. They have different shapes and lighting effects.
When interior design, they can well meet the consumption needs of different consumers. While showing their personality, the products also have a good sense of technology.

(3) Convenience and practicability. In the current interior design, soft decoration materials have a very common application, so this invisibly requires that soft decoration materials must be guaranteed quality at the same time, but also more convenient to use. Due to the progress of contemporary production technology, soft decoration materials are also guaranteed in terms of quality. They are often lightweight in texture and easy to use. When cleaning up, soft decoration materials are also very convenient, and will not bring much pollution. On the other hand, because of the influence of our traditional thought, many people in our country regard home as a place of residence, at the same time, they also regard home as a kind of spiritual home and spiritual sustenance. Soft-fitting materials are more convenient and practical. People can transform their living environment according to their own needs, so that they have their own exclusive logo and can also create a kind of home. Warm and harmonious atmosphere makes the living environment more warm.

3. The material and texture application of soft decoration design material in interior design

(1) The design principles of soft decoration materials and texture.

The materials and texture of soft decoration materials are widely used in interior design, but the following principles should be followed in the application, such as association and similarity, mutual reference, highlighting the main contradictions, etc. Association and similarity can make the interior space expand infinitely, but also can create different vision. The effect is to stimulate people's endless imagination. For example, in interior design, the use of reasonable color matching can create a different visual effect, soft materials and texture also have a sense of substitution, so that people can relax physically and mentally. But it is worth noting that if the use of materials and texture is not primary and secondary, it will get the opposite effect, which will make people feel very disorganized. Therefore, in interior design, we must learn to adapt to different circumstances to flexible color and material texture matching, so that people can have a better visual experience.

(2) The ingenious combination of materials and indoor environment.

In the interior design, designers must deal with the relationship between material texture and the surrounding environment. Designers should pay attention to the material and texture of soft-fitting materials must be matched with the interior environment. The material and texture of soft-fitting materials play an important role in interior design. When choosing materials and texture, the first point is to refer to the function of different spaces in the room and the part of decoration. Different functional spaces have different decoration methods. For example, different rooms have different functions. The bedroom is the place where people rest, and it also has very strong privacy. Therefore, when choosing materials and texture, we should pay attention to choosing one. Some comfortable materials, in order to create a warm atmosphere, so that people in life more emotional and fun. And the main function of the living room is to receive guests, so when choosing soft-fitting materials, designers may prefer to choose some more formal materials, the material quality will be better, because the living room represents the image of a family to a certain extent. In addition, the different material texture of soft decoration materials will also bring different effects, such as some wooden materials give people a simple and elegant feeling, and some cloth texture decorations will create a sense of home, in the wall design and lighting design, the different choice of soft decoration materials will have different effects, we should choose according to different circumstances. Suitable soft decoration design material.

(3) Reasonable collocation of material texture and space.

Indoor space gives people the most intuitive feeling, and the main factor that constitutes the interior space is the material color and texture of soft materials. Various combinations of different materials and colors can make the interior space more individualized, but also has a different atmosphere. In interior design, the color of soft-fitting materials can be divided into the following categories: theme color, prominent color, and key color. Material texture of different soft decoration materials can match different colors to achieve different expressive effects. When soft decoration
materials texture matches theme color, it can lay the theme tone of indoor space, while background color can play a role of foil, making the main color more influential, and the key color can highlight the focus. The texture of some soft decoration materials can give people a cool feeling, while the texture of some materials is warmer. When the main body is older people, you can choose some warm and comfortable materials. When the main body is younger children, you can choose some more dynamic materials in interior design. In addition, the unexpected effect can also be achieved by choosing different material texture according to different seasons of the year.

(4) Material texture and characteristics.

The texture of materials is an important feature of soft decoration materials. Different soft decoration materials have different material texture. They can make the indoor environment more diverse and bring people a unique aesthetic experience. For example, bedding, curtains and so on, you can use some soft and comfortable materials, which can not only enhance the user's experience, but also make the interior space more hierarchical. In addition, the choice of texture of soft packaging materials must also adapt to different consumer needs, cultural beliefs and so on. In some cases, people like to choose some materials with local characteristics so as to make interior design more personal. Sometimes when people choose soft decoration materials, they will also use some soft decoration materials with better performance, making use of their inherent characteristics, such as noise reduction, durability, green environmental protection, etc., to make interior design keep pace with the times.

4. Conclusion

Nowadays, people are demanding more and more living conditions, and traditional interior design has been unable to meet people's requirements. At the same time, with the progress of production technology, the variety of soft packaging materials becomes more and more abundant, which also poses a more severe challenge to designers. When designing interior, designers should innovate boldly on the basis of accurately grasping the texture of different soft packaging materials, according to the characteristics of different soft packaging materials, so as to design more and more excellent works and create more for people. Enhance the living environment to meet the growing needs of people.
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